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The partitioned stator permanent magnet generator (PS-PMG) has been extensively used as electrical gen-
erator due mainly to their high flux linkage, high electromotive force EMF) and high efficiency, especially the
PM arrangement of the PS-PMG is an important factor to improve the performance of the generator. Therefore,
we propose the novel permanent magnet PM) arrangement of the PS-PMG by using the dual rotor with coaxial
core structure in order to improve the flux linkage and the EMF of PS-PMG. The PM position of stators of the
conventional PS-PMG was rearranged, then the electrical characteristic of the proposed structure was character-
ized through the simulations based on finite element method. It was found that the flux linkage produced by the
proposed structure is 37.06% higher than that of the conventional PS-PMG existed in the literatures because the
area for induced flux linkage is significantly increased. This flux linkage enhancement further causes an increment
of EMF about 34.95% compared to that of the conventional PS-PMG under the same condition. Especially, the
EMF produced by the proposed structure is classified in the high-value range regarding the PM generator. Then,
the PS-PMG using novel permanent magnet arrangement could be another remarkable choice for the electrical
generator application
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1. Introduction

The permanent magnet (PM) machines based on Nd-
Fe-B have been extensively used as the electrical gener-
ator since it could produce high flux linkage and high
electromotive force (EMF). Also, these PM based gener-
ators are classified in high efficiency electrical generators
due mainly to their no field excitation and no copper
loss characteristics [1]. The stator-PM machines are cat-
egorized into three types which are the flux-reversal PM
machine, the switched-flux PM machine and the doubly-
salient PM machine [2, 3]. Recently, several studies show
that the back electromotive force (EMF) and the torque
density of the stator-PM machines can be significantly
improved by using the partitioned stator (PS) technique,
which is appropriate to be used as the electrical generator
application [4–6].

In addition, the PM arrangement of the partitioned
stator PM generator (PS-PMG) has been an important
factor that significantly affects the flux linkage and EMF
of this generator, which indicates as the major indica-
tor regarding the machine performance [7, 8]. Normally,
the magnetic flux distribution of conventional PS-PMG is
circulated only through the armature winding located at
the outer stator, however the flux linkage can be increas-
ingly improved by a modification of PM arrangement in
the generator structure.

Then, the aim of this work is to propose a novel per-
manent magnet arrangement of the partitioned stator
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PM generator (PS-PMG) by using the dual rotor with
coaxial core structure in order achieve higher flux linkage
and EMF. The simulations were based on Finite Element
Method.

2. Topology selection

As shown in Fig 1(a), the simulation model of 12/10
(stator/rotor) conventional PS-PMG is adopted from
J.T. Shi et al. [5]. It comprises the outer armature wind-
ing stator and inner PM stator with separated by the
rotor. Then, we propose the novel permanent magnet
arrangement by installing the additional inner armature
winding stator and inner rotor to the structure while us-
ing the common axial core, the proposed structure is de-
fined as the partitioned stator permanent magnet gen-
erator with dual rotor coaxial core (PS-PMG-DR), as
shown in Fig 1(b). The proposed PS-PMG-DR consists
of outer-, inner-stator with concentrated armature wind-
ing and middle-stator with PM mounted on the surface.
The outer- and inner-rotor are sandwiched between three
stators. The PM stator is based on Nd-Fe-B material
where the number of PM is equal to the number of sta-
tor poles. The parameters of PS-PMG and PS-PMG-DR
structures are detailed in Table I.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Magnetic flux distribution analysis

The magnetic flux distribution of the proposed PS-
PMG-DR was firstly analyzed, and then it was com-
pared to that of the conventional PS-PMG. As shown
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Fig. 1. A 3-phase cross section 12S/10R of a) PS-PMG
and b) proposed PS-PMG-DR.

TABLE I

The parameters of PS-PMG and PS-PMG-DR.

Parameter PS-PMG PS-PMG-DR
Outer stator (OS) pole number 12
Inner stator (IS) pole number 12

Rotor pole number 10
Number of PM 12

PM inner pole arc [�] 30
PM thickness [mm] 3.5

Magnetic remanence [T] 1.20
Number of phases 3
Number of turn 1
Rate speed [rpm] 400

Air gap length [mm] 0.5
OS outer radius [mm] 66.5
IS inner radius [mm] 15.37 10.4
OS inner radius [mm] 45.89 20.7
IS outer radius [mm] 37.62 20.7

OS tooth body pole arc [�] 10.2
OS tooth tip pole arc [�] 6.9

OS tooth tip thickness open [mm] 1.48 1
OS tooth tip thickness body [mm] 4.44 2

Rotor outer pole arc [�] 22
Rotor inner pole arc [�] 27.2

Rotor radial thickness [mm] 6.8 4.6
OS yoke thickness [mm] 4.14 2.8
IS tooth body pole arc [�] – 10.2
IS tooth tip pole arc [�] – 6.9

IS tooth tip thickness open [mm] – 1
IS tooth tip thickness body [mm] – 2

OS yoke thickness [mm] – 2.8

in Fig 2, a comparison of open-circuit magnetic flux dis-
tribution between the PS-PMG and PS-PMG-DR is in-
dicated in case of the same size of generator. It was
observed that the initial configuration of magnetic flux
distribution of PS-PMG and proposed PS-PMG-DR is
circulated through three poles at upper and lower arma-
ture winding of outer-stator. Especially, the magnetic
flux of PS-PMG-DR can be also circulated through an
additional armature winding of the inner-stator, which

indicates as an increase of the area for induced flux link-
age. As a result, the magnetic flux distribution of the
proposed PS-PMG-DR could further improve the flux
linkage magnitude of the conventional PS-PMG.

Fig. 2. Open circuit magnetic flux distributions of the
a) PS-PMG and b) proposed PS-PMG-DR.

3.2. Influence of PM pole arc and thickness analysis

Fig. 3. A variation of the maximum flux linkage in the
PS-PMG and PS-PMG-DS with various: PM pole arcs
at the PM thickness of 3.5 mm and PM thickness at PM
pole arc 30�.

The maximum flux linkage of PS-PMG and PS-PMG-
DS with the PM pole-arc of 15–30 degrees at a constant
PM thickness of 3.5 mm is shown in Fig 3. It was found
that the maximum flux linkage of both structures is in-
creased at higher PM pole arc degrees. The maximum
flux linkage of PS-PMG-DR tends to be stable when the
PM pole arc degree of 30� is reached since the width of
the tip of outer- and inner-stator are appropriate for PM
pole arc. Then, the effects of PM thickness on the maxi-
mum flux linkage will be further investigated at the pole
arc of 30 degree.

As shown in Fig. 3, the maximum flux linkage of PS-
PMG and PS-PMG-DR at various PM thicknesses of 0–
10 mm with a step size of 1 mm is examined at a con-
stant PM thickness of 30 degree. It was found that the
maximum flux linkage of both structures is significantly
increased at the PM thickness of 04 mm since the addi-
tional PM thickness directly enhances the magnetic flux
distribution. After that, it was gradually stable due to
the magnetic flux saturation at the PM thickness of 56
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mm. Then,the flux linkage was slightly decreased at the
PM thickness of 7–10 mm because of the flux leakage.
Therefore, it is apparently seen that the PS-PMG-DR
could produce higher flux linkage than the conventional
PS-PMG at all PM pole arcs and PM thicknesses be-
cause the area for induced flux linkage is increased by
the additional inner stator and inner rotor.

3.3. Phase flux linkage and EMF analysis

In addition, the phase flux linkage of the PS-PMG-DR
was characterized and compared to that of the conven-
tional PS-PMG As shown in Fig. 4, a comparison be-
tween the phase flux linkage of the PS-PMG and PS-
PMG-DR is illustrated. The symmetrical property was
observed in the flux linkage waveform obtained from both
generators. The maximum flux linkages of 588.47 and
935.02 µWb were found for PS-PMG and PS-PMG-DR,
respectively. It was found that the flux linkage produced
by the PS-PMG-DR is higher than that of the PS-PMG
at all rotor positions. This is because the proposed PS-
PMG-DR has an additional inner rotor and armature
winding inserted to the inner stator, which typically in-
creases the area for flux linkage induction yielding an
enhancement of the flux linkage.

Fig. 4. The open circuit phase flux linkage and phase
EMF of PS-PMG and PS-PMG-DR.

The phase EMF of the PS-PMG and PS-PMG-DR was
in addition examined, as shown in Fig. 4. It was found
that the phase EMF of PS-PMG-DR is higher than that
of the PS-PMG at all rotor positions, which is consistent
with the characteristic of the flux linkage. The highest
EMF of 229.22 mV was found for the conventional PS-
PMG, where that of 365.69 mV was found for PS-PMG-
DR.

From the results, it is noticed that the proposed PS-
PMG-DR can increases the magnetic flux linkage and
EMF of the generator due to a modification permanent
magnet arrangement which significantly expands the in-
duced magnetic flux area. Especially, the EMF found
in this proposed PS-PMG-DR is classified in the high
value range compared to the other types of PM gener-
ators existed in the literature. An enhancement of the
flux linkage and EMF found in this proposed PS-PMG-
DR could also improve the electromagnetic performance

of electrical generator. Hence, the PS-PMG-DR is indi-
cated as another special choice for electrical generator in
the future.

4. Conclusions

The novel permanent magnet arrangement of PS-PMG
was proposed by using the dual rotor with coaxial core
structure. The flux linkage and the EMF of the novel
structure were characterized and compared to that of the
conventional PS-PMG. It was verified that the magnetic
flux induction of PS-PMG-DR was significantly improved
from the conventional PS-PMG due to the adjusted per-
manent magnet arrangement. The phase flux linkage
and EMF of PS-PMG-DR were improved from the con-
ventional PS-PMG by 37.06% and 34.95% , respectively,
which typically improves the electrical performance of the
generator. Therefore, the PS-PMG-DR becomes another
remarkable choice for the electrical generator application.
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